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Today, April 11th. 2009, in Dallas, TX. Happy Energy Seminars, 
launched its new website,www.happyenergyinc.com, designed to 
provide information to people on how to break through the obstacles 
hindering their day to day success. It also provides information on 
upcoming seminars on how to function from a state of happy energy, 
even during these tough times. To get results, requires energy; to get 
great and consistent results, requires happy energy. 

“What stops you from great results is one word: You,” says Jacob 
Forbai, CPA and Head of the management team of Happy Energy 
Seminars. “When you live and function in your ‘head’ you become 
overly attached to your desired results; your ego gets in the way, 
limiting your results,” added Mr. Forbai. 

In these harsh times, it is easy to overlook this major obstacle that 
frequently leads to excuses or illusions. Unfortunately, failure to 
identify and remove this and other obstacles hinders great results. 
More seriously, it prevents working with the kind of freedom, energy 
and happiness that are needed to excel. 



This new website gives information on how to get out of one’s own 
way. Together with Happy Energy Seminars, they give information on 
how to focus on energy, on Happy Energy. Then one is no longer 
inhibited; one feels free, swept in happy energy; free to take fearless 
action. The result is power, personal magnetism, self belief, and the 
outcome one is seeking. 

Happy Energy Foundation, a feature on this website, offers a unique 
opportunity to reach out to others in a bold and enriching way. The 
result is one’s own growth in ways never imagined. 

About Happy Energy Seminars:  
Happy Energy Seminars, Head Quarters - Dallas, TX. USA. is a seminar 
company that specializes in solving problems hindering everyday 
success. Its founders and management team have been in the 
speaking and seminar business for over 15 years, winning several 
awards for getting results. 

For additional information on Happy Energy Seminars, contact Daniel 
Jingwa or visitwww.happyenergyinc.com 

Contact:  
Daniel Jingwa, author of Blue Sky Thinking, coordinator 
Phone: (202) 256-1836 / (214) 909-4382 
e-mail: info@happyenergyinc.com 

 


